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1 Paws Developer’s Studio

Version 1.43.1
Release date: March 21, 2019

1.1 Critical Items

1.1.1 No Critical Items Addressed in This Release
No critical items addressed in this release.

1.2 Known Limitations

1.2.1 No Known Limitations Addressed in This Release
No known limitations.

1.3 Enhancements

1.3.1 No Enhancements Addressed in This Release
No enhancements.

1.4 Problem Reports

1.4.1 Font Change Options Are Expanded (TaskID 1910)
When Font Change is required, the list of available fonts is not anymore limited to fixed pitch fonts:
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Version 1.43.1
Release date: March 21, 2019

2.1 Critical Items

2.1.1 No Critical Items Addressed in This Release
No critical items addressed in this release.

2.2 Known Limitations

2.2.1 No Known Limitations Addressed in This Release
No known limitations.

2.3 Enhancements

2.3.1 No Enhancements Addressed in This Release
No enhancements were addressed in this release.

2.4 Problem Reports

2.4.1 Customize RTS Toolbar And Menu Font (TaskID 1910)

When RTS runs on Windows 7 and 10, the default font for its menus and toolbars is Segoe UI, size 9. Menus and toolbars fonts can be changed by building and loading a customized resource:
2.4.2 Customize System Menus for Main Frame, Station Display and Measurement Window (TaskID 1910)

These are the resource identifier in C:\usr\Tyx\Resources\Wrtsrc\Wrtsrc.sln Visual Studio 2017 solution that controls the text in the pictures:

- IDS_MAINFRAME_SYSMENU_CUSTOMIZABLE through IDS_MAINFRAME_SYSMENU_CLOSE:
2.4.3 Customize Dialog Bar System Menus and Toolbars (TaskID 1910)

These are the resource identifier in C:\usr\Tyx\Resources\WrtsRsrc\WrtsRsrc.sln Visual Studio 2017 solution that controls the text in the pictures:

- IDS_AFXBARRES_FLOATING, IDS_AFXBARRES_DOCKING, IDS_AFXBARRES_TABBED, IDS_AFXBARRES_AUTOHIDE, IDS_AFXBARRES_HIDE:

- IDS_AFXBARRES_MENU:
2.4.4 Customize INPUT Resource in IO Subsystem (TaskID 1910)

The strings resources dedicated to customize the INPUT resource were extended.
The text alignment string resource is applied to both Boolean and Text INPUT dialogs:
The Use Hystory buttons are hidden due to the IDS_INPUT_MULTILANGUAGE_USEHISTORY_AVAILABLE value, for both INPUT dialogs.

2.4.5 **Font Change Options Are Expanded (TaskID 1910)**

When Font Change is required, the list of available fonts is not anymore limited to fixed pitch fonts:
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Version 1.43.1

Release date: March 21, 2019

3.1 Critical Items

3.1.1 No Critical Items Addressed in This Release

No critical items

3.2 Known Limitations

3.2.1 No Known Limitations Addressed in This Release

No known limitations

3.3 Enhancements

3.3.1 No Enhancements Addressed in This Release

No enhancements

3.4 Problem Reports

3.4.1 No Problem Reports Addressed in This Release

No problem reports
4  Paws Compilers CASS Subset

Version 1.43.1
Release date: March 21, 2019

4.1  Critical Items

4.1.1  No Critical Items Addressed in This Release
No critical items

4.2  Known Limitations

4.2.1  No Known Limitations Addressed in This Release
No known limitations

4.3  Enhancements

4.3.1  No Enhancements Addressed in This Release
No enhancements

4.4  Problem Reports

4.4.1  No Problem Reports Addressed in This Release
No problem reports